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What is Rocket Phonics Online?
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Rocket Phonics is a fully resourced, systematic synthetic phonics 
programme that has been written by phonics experts and provides 
you with everything you need to teach children to read and write. 
It includes a combination of digital and printed resources, and two 
fully matched series of decodable reading books.

Within Rocket Phonics Online, you will find a range of teaching resources, including innovative 
‘Big Books’ for introducing each new letter-sound within the context of a colourful and engaging story, 
and flashcards with built-in audio that can be used to teach and review the letter-sounds. There are 
also highly supportive Teacher’s Guides and regular assessments, as well as resources for visual display 
and pupil reference, such as the Friezes and Sounds Mats. 

The fully decodable Target Practice and Rocket Phonics reading books have been designed to appeal to 
the tastes and interests of children who are starting out on their reading journey. They include a variety 
of fiction and non-fiction, and have been carefully devised to provide practice and application of 
phonics knowledge and skills in full alignment with the programme. All of the reading books can be 
assigned to individual pupils or groups, and include interactive quizzes to develop children’s 
comprehension skills.

NB For a complete listing of the reading practice books in Rocket Phonics Online, please go to pages 37–43.



What is included in Rocket Phonics Online?

• 6 Teaching ‘Big Books’ – storybooks with built-in audio narrative, click-to-play lozenges 
and interactive flashcards (online phonics practice games coming soon!) 

• 2 sets of Flashcards (PDFs) ‒ also provided as 12 decks of interactive Flashcards with 
built-in audio

• 6 Pupil Practice Booklets – eBook versions of the print Pupil Practice Booklets
• 2 Friezes – featuring all of the letter-sounds for visual display
• 4 Sounds Mats – also featuring all of the letter-sounds for individual pupil reference
• 2 Teacher’s Guides – comprehensive guidance on teaching the programme, weekly 

overviews, daily lesson plans, assessment and tracking sheets
• 48 Target Practice reading eBooks (with interactive comprehension quizzes and 

teaching notes)
• 114 Rocket Phonics reading eBooks (also with interactive comprehension quizzes and 

teaching notes)
• CPD videos coming soon!

NB For more information on each component, go to pages 16–25.
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Here are the components of Rocket Phonics Online:



Getting started with Rocket Phonics Online

Rocket Phonics Online can be accessed from any 
computer, tablet or phone connected to the internet. 
Any teacher in the school can access this product 
through the school’s My Rising Stars account, at 
www.risingstars-uk.com/user.

If your school does not have a My Rising Stars account, 
create one at www.risingstars-uk.com/login.

Then take out a subscription to Rocket Phonics Online. You 
will be asked to nominate an Access Coordinator at this 
point. An access icon will then appear on your My Rising 
Stars dashboard.
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1 Log in to My Rising Stars

The reading books are optimised for smartphone use.

http://www.risingstars-uk.com/user
http://www.risingstars-uk.com/login


Once you click on the access icon, you will be 
redirected to the login page. Log in using your 
username and password (as a teacher, with an 
email username, you will not require your centre ID). 
Alternatively, you can navigate directly to the login 
page using the URL https://my.risingstars-uk.com
once your school has purchased the product.

If you have any problems with the login process, please submit a request at 
https://help.hoddereducation.co.uk/hc/en-gb/requests/new or contact our online support 
team at onlinesupport@risingstars-uk.com or call 0203 122 6006.

Please keep a record of your details just in case you forget them:

Username: ________________________________
Password: _________________________________
Centre ID: _________________________________
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2 Log in to Rocket Phonics Online

https://my.risingstars-uk.com/
https://help.hoddereducation.co.uk/hc/en-gb/requests/new
mailto:onlinesupport@risingstars-uk.com


Before you start using Rocket Phonics Online, you will need to set up your teacher and pupil access. 
This can be done within the My Rising Stars Admin Hub.

There is a single Admin Hub which manages access to the following Rising Stars resources:

• Achieve Online
• Cracking Comprehension 
• MARK
• Reading Planet Online
• Rocket Phonics Online
• Rising Stars Mathematics
• Switched on Science 2nd Edition

You can access the Admin Hub by clicking on this icon in the top right hand corner. This Admin Hub 
protects your pupil and teacher data.

Find out more about setting up your school at https://www.risingstars-uk.com/passport/my-rising-
stars#teachers
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3 Complete the school set-up

Admin Hub

https://www.risingstars-uk.com/passport/my-rising-stars#teachers


When your school subscribes to Rocket Phonics Online, you will be sent an email with a unique centre 
ID for your school. Pupils can log in via: www.my.risingstars-uk.com and enter the school’s unique 
centre ID and their own login details.

Once your teacher account has been approved by the Access Coordinator, you can share access to the 
reading practice eBooks with your pupils by clicking on ‘share’ when logged in. (Sharing access with 
your pupils means that you can then begin to assign eBooks to them.)

Once you have shared access, you can assign eBooks to each individual child or to a whole group or 
class. You can monitor progress both individually and as a group or class through the teacher reporting 
dashboard.
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4 Share access to Rocket Phonics Online with pupils

Share button

http://www.my.risingstars-uk.com/


After you have clicked “share” you will see the 
screen on the right. 

Click here to bring up the pop up below to choose 
whether to share all the reading practice books 
with the children (show) or whether you just want 
to assign individual books (assign). You can not 
have different settings for different children – they 
either all view all of the books, or just the ones that 
have been assigned to them.

NB See pages 12‒15 for further information about 
assigning the reading practice eBooks.
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5 Assign eBooks to pupils (part 1)
This is the group of children who 
have access. 



Once you have logged in and accessed Rocket Phonics Online, use 
the menu on the right of the Home screen to choose the relevant
teaching components or reading practice eBook(s). 

NB The reading practice eBooks are split into two strands: Target 
Practice readers and Rocket Phonics readers. When you click on 
each strand, a drop-down menu lists all the colour levels/bands
within the strand you have selected. When you click a colour 
level/band, the drop-down menu expands to list all the books in 
that level/band.
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6 Select components/eBooks using the Menu

Click on a Teaching Big Book or a reading practice 
eBook from the drop-down menu and a screen for 
that book will open. This screen shows the front 
cover of the book and its blurb, as well as a button 
that you can click on to launch the book. (The 
reading practice books also have a button that you 
can click on to launch the complete front and back 
cover and the teaching notes.)



You can also search for components or books by 
using the search tool from the menu screen in My 
Rising Stars, before you enter Rocket Phonics Online. 

You can type a key word into this search and it will 
generate a list of books that have been categorised 
with that key word. Here are some useful guidelines 
on what you could type in this search lozenge in 
order to find suitable books or components.
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7 Search for components/eBooks using 
the search tool

* Component name – e.g. type in Big Book or Flashcards and those components will be listed.
* Book band/level colour – e.g. type in Pink A and all the books in Pink A will be listed.
* Book title or part of a title – e.g. type in Get off, Bug or just Bug and all the books with this title 
or word within the title will appear.
* Author name – e.g. type in Zoe Clarke and all the books written by this author will be listed.
* Genre/text type – e.g. type in comics. For a list of the main genres covered by the Target 
Practice and Rocket Phonics reading books, go to page 43.



When using the search tool from the main 
My Rising Stars menu, an advanced search 
filter becomes available. This allows you to 
narrow down your search at this stage by 
the criteria shown in the screenshot.

This is useful where you want to search, for 
example, for a specific colour band/level 
within the Target Practice reading books.

NB See page 13 for more information on 
filtering. 
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8 Using the advanced search



You can assign eBooks to individual pupils or to a 
group/whole class. To do this, select a book using the main 
Menu or search function as just described.

When you have clicked share, you will see the screen on 
the right. You can choose here whether you want pupils to 
have access only to the eBooks you decide to assign 
(Assign) or whether all eBooks should be assigned to the 
pupils at once (Show). 

Click here to bring up the pop-up below to choose whether 
to share all books with the children, or whether you just 
want to assign individual books. You cannot 
have different settings for different children – they either 
all view all the books, or just the books that have been 
assigned to them.
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9 Assign books to pupils (part 2)

This is the group of children who 
have access.



You can use the advanced search function to assign multiple books to pupils, such as a whole 
colour band within the Target Practice or Rocket Phonics series. For example, if you wanted to 
assign all Yellow band books within the Target Practice series, you could search for yellow, 
then refine your search in Advanced Search to bring up all the yellow band books within the 
Target Practice series, as shown in the steps below.
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10 Using the main menu to assign books to pupils

1. Type in the word you want to search for –
e.g. a colour band.

2. In ‘Collection’, select Reading Planet Online 
Library if not already pre-selected.

3. In ‘Title’, select Reading Planet Rocket 
Phonics Online.

4. In ‘Chapter’, select the series you require.
5. In ‘Resources’, select ‘Reading Planet eBook’ 

(or ‘All resources’, if you want to share the 
cover and teaching notes for the book).

6. In ‘File type’, select ‘All file types’. 



When you click assign resources, you can then choose a group or individual pupils to assign 
those books to. Remember to click on the ‘Assign Resources’ button to activate this.
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10 Using the main menu to assign books to pupils 
(continued)



Once a book or books have 
been assigned, they will 
appear in each pupil’s 
dashboard (in the ‘My Books’ 
section) when they log into 
Rocket Phonics Online.
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11 Pupils find the book(s) you have assigned



Components of Rocket Phonics Online

At the heart of the programme are the digital-only ‘Big Books’, 
which consist of language-rich stories to teach all the target letter-
sounds in context. These books are designed for use on an IWB at 
the front of the class.
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1 Big Books

Click on the decodable 
words in blue lozenges to 
hear the pronunciation.

Story text for the teacher to 
read aloud, or play the audio 
version (with sound effects).

Click on the target letter-
sounds in yellow 

lozenges to hear the 
pronunciation.

Use to open the toolbox 
with the mark-up tools. 
(See page 32 for more 

information.)

Click on the Games and
Flashcards buttons to launch

those resources.

Use to navigate to the 
required pages.

Click to zoom into the 
page, then click again to 

zoom out.

Click to play the audio 
narrative with sound effects.

Click on the arrows to 
scroll forwards and 

backwards through the 
book.



The Flashcards are designed for reviewing previously taught letter-sounds as well as 
introducing new letter-sounds. Within Rocket Phonics Online we have provided the 
flashcards in the following formats: as two sets of PDFs for reference and planning; and as 
interactive versions with built-in audio that can be accessed from the main menu as well as 
smaller sets within the ‘Big Book’ pages. 
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2 Flashcards

Lower-case and 
capital letters 
featured (until 

complete 
alphabet 
taught).

Decodable
word on the
reverse to 
practise 
blending.

Picture 
mnemonic 
in Set 1 
(Reception).

Click to hear 
the sound. Click to hear 

the word.

Scroll 
backwards 

and forwards 
through the 
flashcards.

Click to flip 
the flashcard 
and show the 

reverse.

NB The Flashcards are also 
available to purchase as two 
boxed sets of printed cards.
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3 Phonics practice games
The phonics practice games can be launched from the games button in the ‘Big Books’. The 
games have been designed to provide a fun way to practise and apply phonics knowledge and 
skills. They include games to reinforce individual grapheme-phoneme correspondences, as 
well as games that focus on spelling, common exception words and comprehension. 



The Pupil Practice Booklets enable children to practise and apply blending and segmenting 
skills at letter-sound, word, sentence and text levels. These are available as printed booklets 
for the children to complete. A digital version of each booklet is available for reference and 
display on IWB when explaining the activities to the children. 
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4 Pupil Practice Booklets

Left-hand pages
focus on blending
skills for reading

Right-hand pages 
focus on 

segmenting skills 
for spelling and

writing

Click to open the 
mark-up tools (see 
page 32 for more 

information).



The Frieze, Sounds Mats and Alphabet Poster are available to download and print off from 
your Rocket Phonics Online subscription. They can be used as a visual reference to support 
letter-sound recognition, letter formation and spelling in the classroom.
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5 Frieze, Sounds Mats and Alphabet Poster

The Frieze is provided in
sections that can be

displayed on the wall.

The Sounds Mats can 
be printed out and 

laminated for reference 
on classroom tables.

Teach children the 
alphabet/letter names 

using this colourful poster.



The Teacher’s Guides provide all the 
information the teacher will need to teach 
the programme effectively. They include 
guidance on teaching blending, segmenting 
and letter-formation, as well as programme 
overviews, weekly and daily lesson plans, 
and tracking sheets. 
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6 Teacher’s Guides



The Teacher’s Guides also provide formative and 
summative assessment guidance and a range of 
assessments, including a Baseline assessment, 
half-termly tests, and Phonics Screening Check 
practice papers, which are all available to 
download and print off from Rocket Phonics 
Online.
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6 Teacher’s Guides (continued)

There are also two mini-
assessments at the end of 

each Pupil Practice Booklet.
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7 CPD videos

The CPD videos for Rocket Phonics Online are 
presented by the author of the programme, 
Abigail Steel. These short videos include an 
introduction to the programme and its 
pedagogy, as well as an explanation of the 
teaching and learning cycle, and how to use 
the components. 



The Target Practice reading books provide focused practice of small groups of target letter-
sounds. The books are fully decodable and fully aligned with the programme, and can be 
used for whole-class, group guided, one-to-one and independent reading. (See the weekly 
lesson plans for when these books become decodable.)

These books are provided within the Rocket Phonics Online subscription as eBooks with self-
marking comprehension quizzes with results that feed through to the reporting area. They 
are also available to purchase as print editions.
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8 Target Practice reading books

Target letter-sounds are
listed on back covers

Colour level and 
phonics phase 

Clear, child-friendly font with 
pastel or cream backgrounds

Most of the books are stories, but 
there are also some non-fiction titles



The Rocket Phonics range of reading books are the ideal complement to the programme as 
additional decodable reading practice books. These books are fully aligned to the 
programme and can be used as soon as all the letter-sounds in a particular colour 
band/level have been taught. (See page 9 of the Teacher’s Guides for information.)

These books are provided within the Rocket Phonics Online subscription as eBooks with 
self-marking comprehension quizzes with results that feed through to the reporting area. 
They are also available to purchase as print editions.
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9 Rocket Phonics reading books

All the reading practice books have 
individual teaching notes and a 

worksheet for each title



Completing the quizzes

Click on this quiz icon to launch the checkpoint quiz. With 
adult support, the pupils answer the questions navigating 
from question to question by clicking on the arrow to the 
right bottom of the quiz. When they have answered all 
the questions in the quiz, they click on the clipboard icon 
at the end of the quiz to submit all their answers and to 
receive their mark.
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1
Each eBook in Rocket Phonics Online has 
one or more ‘checkpoint’ quizzes that appear at 

intervals throughout the book. These checkpoint 
quizzes are designed to check pupils’ understanding of 
the text up until that point and are indicated by the 
animated quiz icon shown in the screenshot.

If the pupil gets an answer wrong the first time, they will 
be given a second attempt. The latest attempt will feed 
through into the final score.

Checkpoint quizzes



At the end of every book there is a longer quiz that checks overall understanding of 
the text. With adult support, the pupils click on the animated quiz icon to launch the end-of-
book quiz. Then complete the questions, submitting the answer to each question, and 
navigating through the quiz by clicking on the next question number in circles. If the pupil gets 
an answer wrong the first time, they will be given a second attempt. The latest attempt will 
feed through into the final score.

At the end of the quiz they need to click on the clipboard icon to submit all their answers. This 
quiz is also instantly marked and the pupil is awarded a bronze, silver or gold star according to 
their score. Pupils are given the opportunity to review their answers at the end of each quiz. 
The results of these quizzes feed through into the reporting tool.
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2 End of Book quizzes



The quiz question types 

The quizzes in Reading Planet Online consist of the following main question types:

• Multiple choice – click in the circle next to the 
correct answer. 

• Complete the grid –
as with Multiple 
Choice above, click 
on the circles next 
to the correct 
answers in the grid. 

• Fill in the gaps – click on a word and then click on the 
correct gap to place the word there. 

• Connecting/sequencing 
– click on an item in the 
left column and then 
click on the associated 
item in the right column 
to connect them. 
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• Highlight the right word – click and drag to 
highlight the correct word. On an iPad, hold 
your finger down to highlight a single word 
and drag to highlight multiple words. 

• Matching – click on a coloured lozenge at 
the top of the quiz and then click on the 
associated lozenge below, which becomes 
the same colour. 

Note: The instruction lines for the quizzes are recorded and can be played using the audio button. 
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Results and rewards

For each end-of-book quiz that they complete, pupils will receive a Bronze, Silver or 
Gold star, calculated as a percentage of the total available marks for the quiz.
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• 3 marks • 4 marks • 5 marks

Bronze: 0 – 36% Bronze: 0 – 50% Bronze: 0 – 59%

Silver: 37 – 72% Silver: 51 – 78% Silver: 60 – 79%

Gold: 73– 100% Gold: 79 – 100% Gold: 80 – 100%

You will be able to track how pupils 
are doing in the quizzes through the 
teacher reporting dashboard. 

3 Marks and stars



Launch an eBook for front-of-class teaching
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Using the Menu or search tool, find the book you wish to use and click on the 
book resource button to launch it on your whiteboard or other device.

Use the left/right arrows below the book to scroll 
through it page by page.

Click on the audio button to play the audio. The audio 
recording is synchronised with the text, highlighting 
each word as it is read aloud. Click on the icon again to 
pause the audio or on the rewind icon to restart the 
audio from the beginning of the double page.

Click on the magnifying glass icon to zoom in and click 
again to zoom out.

Click on the quiz button to launch the checkpoint and 
end-of-book quizzes.

Click on the tool icon to open the teacher toolbox.

4



Use the teacher toolbox
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Highlighting tool – can be used to highlight individual words or phrases, for 
example, to highlight all the verbs or all the adjectives on a double page.

Drawing tool – can be used to draw additional details onto the page, for example, 
to draw in more stars in the sky, more toys in a bedroom or change a facial 
expression.

Framing tools – these can be positioned and resized to frame features you want 
to draw attention to on a double page.

Sticky note tool – can be used to add annotations to the page.

Deletion tool – this removes all annotations you have added to the double page.

Please note that any annotations are session-based and cannot be saved – once
you move to another page or exit the book, the annotations will automatically 
disappear.

5 The teacher toolbox contains tools that are useful for front-of-class teaching 
to draw attention to specific features in the text or illustrations. They include:



Use the teacher reporting dashboard

The teacher reporting dashboard is simple and easy to use. It enables you to track 
pupils’ progress in the end-of-book quizzes according to key reading skill areas 
(content domains).
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• the total time each child has spent on the 
quizzes

• where their gaps in understanding are in 
terms of the skill areas/content domains

• how your class/group is doing as a whole, 
including comparing selected pupils to the 
group/class average

• ‘trouble spots’ that may require extra 
attention

• content domains viewable by question 
within each quiz for closer evaluation.

6
To access it, click on ‘Reports’ in the top right-hand corner of your dashboard and choose the 
group or book band/level you would like to filter by.

The reports also show:



Content domains

Here are the Content domains/skill areas that have been used in the reporting 
for Reading Planet Online:
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Content domains/skill areas

1a draw on knowledge of vocabulary to understand texts

1b (i) identify/explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts: characters

1b (ii) identify/explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts: events

1b (iii) identify/explain key aspects of fiction and non-fiction texts: titles and 
information

1c identify and explain the sequence of events in texts

1d make inferences from the text

1e predict what might happen on the basis of what has been read so far

7



View scores and reports

You can view progress via either the ‘View scores’ button, which changes to a view that 
provides percentage scores, or ‘View heat map’ which categorises pupils’ scores into 
three colours:
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You will be able to see Group Results and Average Scores, and call also drill down into more detail on 
individual pupils.

At a glance you will be able to identify gaps in the knowledge and understanding of each of your pupils 
with the help of ‘trouble spots’.

All our reports are exportable into Word or Excel. Select a 
pupil or pupils and click on the ‘Please select pupils to run
a report’ button.

NB As the quizzes will mostly be completed with teacher, 
parental and/or audio support, the results should only 
be used as a very general indicator of reading attainment.

• Red indicates that children are working below the expected standard.
• Yellow indicates that they are working at the expected standard.
• Green indicates that they are working beyond the expected standard.



Where to get help

If you have any problems with Reading Planet Online that cannot be resolved 
within your school, please contact our online support team:
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9
Email: onlinesupport@risingstars-uk.com

Phone: 0203 122 6006

Or raise a request/submit ticket at: https://help.hoddereducation.co.uk/hc/en-gb/requests/new

You can find information about accessing our resources on the Rising Stars website:
www.risingstars-uk.com and also via https://help.hoddereducation.co.uk/hc/en-
gb/categories/360000049618-Dynamic-Learning

Minimum recommended screen resolution size: 1024 by 768. For smaller screens, please zoom out 
within your browser in order to view all content.

Please note that some question types are not currently compatible with iPads. Please contact the online 
support team (details above) if you experience any further issues.

mailto:onlinesupport@risingstars-uk.com
https://help.hoddereducation.co.uk/hc/en-gb/requests/new
http://www.risingstars-uk.com/
https://help.hoddereducation.co.uk/hc/en-gb/categories/360000049618-Dynamic-Learning


Rocket Phonics Online contents

Rocket Phonics Teaching Big Books
Big Book 1 Nip and Nap Explore Earth

Big Book 2 Bedtime for Luna

Big Book 3 Elvis the Farm Cat

Big Book 4 A Royal Banquet

Big Book 5 Adventures in Fairytale 
Woods

Big Book 6 Benji and the Robot

Interactive Flashcards
Set 1 – Deck 1 Set 2 – Deck 1

Set 1 – Deck 2 Set 2 – Deck 2

Set 1 – Deck 3 Set 2 – Deck 3

Set 1 – Deck 4 Set 2 – Deck 4

Set 1 – Deck 5 Set 2 – Deck 5

Set 1 – Deck 6 Set 2 – Deck 6

Pupil Practice Booklets
Pupil Practice Booklet 1

Pupil Practice Booklet 2

Pupil Practice Booklet 3

Pupil Practice Booklet 4

Pupil Practice Booklet 5

Pupil Practice Booklet 6

Friezes and poster
Frieze 1 Alphabet poster

Frieze 2

Sounds Mats
Sounds Mat 1 Sounds Mat 3

Sounds Mat 2 Sounds Mat 4
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Rocket Phonics Online contents
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Teacher’s Guides
Teacher’s Guide 1

Teacher’s Guide 2

Target Practice Readers
Ants! Pink A/Reading Planet 

Level 1AThe Pan

The Cog

It Is Not a Dot!

Pen the Hen Pink B/Reading Planet 
Level 1BDucks

Get Off, Bug!

The Gull’s Mess

Jack’s Fox Red A/Reading Planet 
Level 2ASix Kittens

Up in the Attic

A Quick Quest

Target Practice Readers (cont.)
Fish Lunch Red B/Reading Planet 

Level 2BWings and Things

In The Book Nook

Pooja’s Pool

Carla at the Market Yellow/Reading Planet 
Level 3Smart Shark

The Clever Mirror

The River Raft Dash

Jake’s Game Blue/Reading Planet 
Level 4No Holiday for Asaph

Oatmeal Cookies

The Peach Thief

Scotland’s Wildlife

Spike the Spy

The Old Bone Thief

Rover Follows his Nose



Rocket Phonics Online contents

Target Practice Readers (cont.)
The Garden Gnome 
Detectives

Orange/Reading Planet 
Level 6 (cont.)

This is not an Adventure 
Story!

The Missing Trophy 
Mystery

Wanda Sky, Space Spy

Javeed the Magician

Target Practice Readers (cont.)
The Stone Snake Green/Reading Planet 

Level 5Storm Rescue

Bird Boy

All Stuck Together

My Lapland Trip

The Worst Show in the 
World

Animals, Where are You?

Jade’s Tournament

The Dance Palace Orange/Reading Planet 
Level 6Jakob and the Ice Giant

Joe’s Barge

The Chaos Machine

Clare the Climber

Tom Thumb Saves the 
Day

Pet Rabbits

Rocket Phonics Readers
On the Dot Pink A/Reading Planet 

Level 1AMop It!

Sit and Sip

The Mat

Not the Cat!

No Gas!

Cat Kit

Cam and Tam39



Rocket Phonics Online contents

Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)
Sid the Kid Pink A/Reading Planet 

Level 1A (cont.)Dig in the Pit

Pip and the Map

Sad Tig

I Miss Mum Pink B/Reading Planet 
Level 1BThe Egg

Bad Luck, Duck!

Miss Red

The Mess

Run a Lap

Top Dogs

Big Red Ed

The Red Bag

Bugs in Bed

Hot Dogs

Pop!

Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)
Lots of Pockets Pink C/Reading Planet 

Level 1CPick a Pet

Sam the Ram

Tennis

The Picnic

The Sick Parrot

Gran’s Grin Red A/Reading Planet 
Level 2AJam Muffins

Picnic on Windmill Rock

Ants in the Pants

Lots to Spot

Puffins

Stop, Zebra!

The Best Nest

Jamila’s Test

Cob’s Web
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Rocket Phonics Online contents
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Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)
The Tricks Tent Red A/Reading Planet 

Level 2A (cont.)
In the Forest

Lost! Red B/Reading Planet 
Level 2B

Zigzag zebra

Bug in the Bath

Boatman Ben and the 
Fish

Sasha Snail’s Trip

Chimpanzees

Dress Up!

The Flat

Tanya Gets a Gift

Crash, Bang, Boom!

Max in Goal

In the Fish Tank

Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)
At Night Red C/Reading Planet 

Level 2C
Bobbee Gets Stuck

Go to Sleep, Goats!

Lost Sheep!

The Parrot Tree

Zack and the Bugs

Fun in the Park Yellow/Reading Planet 
Level 3

Howard and the Dentist

Baxter Visits Bow Wow!

The Big Turnip

The Three Goats

Blackbeard

The Looking Glass

Helen Sharman

All Year Long



Rocket Phonics Online contents

Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)
Yasha and Baba Yellow/Reading Planet 

Level 3 (cont.)
Cow on the Roof

The Pot of Oats

Bright Sun and Silver 
River

Yellow Plus/Reading 
Planet Level 3/4

Fluff the Little Owl

Little Rat and the Arctic 
Fox

Outback Animals

The Lemon Tree

The Scrap Yard

The Hidden Lagoon Blue/Reading Planet 
Level 4Out of the Pond

Shopping Mischief

Town Under Attack

Help Me, Teacher!

Come Visit a Croft

Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)
The Imps and the 
Bootmaker

Blue/Reading Planet 
Level 4 (cont.)

Goldilocks Has Chicken 
Pox

Painting Fun

The Stone Troll

Aladdin and the Lamp

The Bean

The Queen’s Garden 
Party

Green/Reading Planet 
Level 5

The Water Serpent

The Diving Contest

Punk-zel

I’m Not Scared

World Book Day

In the Desert

Bella and the Beast
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Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)

Pirate Gold! Green/Reading Planet 
Level 5 (cont.)

Football Stickers

Superstar Sleepover

The Nightingale

The Class Show Orange/Reading Planet 
Level 6

The Knitting Giant

The Space Station

The Magic Boots

Alien School

My New Glasses

Leo the Lion Keeper

So You Want to Be a 
Footballer?

The Big Cake Mix-Up!

Tiddalick

The Adventure Machine

Rocket Phonics Readers (cont.)
The Adventure Machine Orange/Reading Planet 

Level 6 (cont.)
The Celebration 
Assembly

Genres covered by Target Practice and 
Rocket Phonics reading books
Story Recount/familiar setting

Recount Retelling/traditional tale

Instruction book Biography/history

Humorous story Poetry

Traditional tale Fantasy story

Information book Non-fiction recount

Rhyming story Humorous rhyming story

Moral tale Family story

Rhyming traditional tale Comic
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